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Risk factoRs foR falls

1. Mobility or balance problems

2. Not feeling well because of  
illness 

3. Older age

4. History of falls 

5. Medication side effects

6. Getting to the bathroom

7. Being in an unfamiliar 
environment

8. Not wearing proper footwear

9. Cognitive problems 
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Notes



What can you do to 
prevent falls? 

Why this is 
important?
Falls are one of the leading causes of 
injury in older adults. While in the 
hospital, your health care team will 
make every effort to reduce the risk of 
falls. Patients and families also play an 
important role. This brochure 
provides information on how you can 
help prevent falls during your stay at 
the hospital.

GettinG out of bed:

1. Ensure bed is at the right 
height 

2. Sit on the edge of the bed 
before standing 

3. Never climb over the bedrails

4. Keep call bell within reach 

5. Ask for help  

GoinG to the bathRoom:

1. Don’t wait until the last minute 
to use the bathroom

2. Use the handles to support 
yourself in the bathroom 

3. Ask for help

WalkinG: 

1. Use walking aids

2. Keep walking aid(s) within reach 

3. Keep brakes on wheelchairs 
and walkers when changing 
positions 

4. Don’t use your phone while 
walking 

5. Ask for help 

What to WeaR:

1. Glasses 

2. Hearing aids 

3. Proper footwear, examples:

 n Shoes with rubber soles 

 n Closed back shoes 

 n Shoes with no or low (1 inch    
      or 2.5 cm) heels

 n Non-skid socks

 n Velcro-fasten slippers 

be aWaRe of: 

1. Furniture on wheels

 n Chairs 

 n Beds

 n Tables 

2. Wet floors that can cause slips 

3. Obstacles or barriers in the 
hallways or around the bed

PeRsonal belonGinGs:

1. Keep your personal belongings 
within reach 

2. Ask for help obtaining personal 
items out of reach

talk to youR health caRe team 
about

1. Previous falls 

2. Nightlights to help you see  
 better at night 

3. How to use walking aids   
 properly 

4. Medications you are taking and  
 possible side effects 

5. Ensure your hearing, eye sight  
 and your aids are working  
 properly

6. Any concerns or questions you  
 may have


